From tears of mourning to cheers of encouragement, many poignant and inspirational moments characterized the 2017 Day of Remembrance.

Dear Virginia Tech

After an outpouring of affection in the days following April 16, 2007, Virginia Tech archivists tackled the monumental task of recording and preserving the artifacts and the stories behind them.

In the spirit of Ut Prosim (That I May Serve), Virginia Tech students and alumni give back, channeling their grief into acts of service and goodwill.

Ten years later, Hokies around the world paused to reflect on the tragic events of April 16, 2007. Photo by Logan Wallace.

More than 16,000 people participated in the 2017 3.2 for 32 Run in Remembrance, a 3.2-mile course that wound throughout the campus. Photo by Jim Stroup.
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To the letter

My trip to Virginia Tech for my 50th class reunion brought back memories of my father, Edward L. White ’31, who lettered VPI diplomas from 1926 through 1931.

Following graduation, my dad and Lewis Webb ’31 started the Division of William & Mary/VPI, which, in 1962, became Old Dominion University. How fondly I remember visiting Blacksburg during the 1950s with my dad. These visits were instrumental in my eventually matriculating to Virginia Tech.

Although I have checked with Special Collections, they have been unable to find a diploma from this era. I’d be interested in seeing if I might locate one of the diplomas my father lettered. I’d love to preserve a picture of one for our family history.

Windy White ’66, Atlanta, Georgia

Editor’s Note: If you have a diploma lettered between 1926 and 1931 and would like to share a picture with Mr. White, please contact vtmag@vt.edu.

Sticky fingers

I wore my VT class ring for a number of years after graduating in 1971. Eventually, it was relegated to a jewelry box in a chest of drawers for safekeeping.

In 1991, movers packed and loaded our belongings for a move to Atlanta. Not long after settling into our new city, I received a call from an Atlanta police detective. He had discovered a Virginia Tech class ring on display at a local pawn shop. He confiscated the ring, called the university, and identified me as the ring’s owner. He kindly returned my ring the next day.

After that, it was back to a box for the ring—a safe deposit box! Brad Kirk ’71, Jacksonville, Florida

A classy legacy

I read with interest the story by Charles Masencup in the fall 2016 issue. When I started at Tech in 1967, T.J. Horn was associate dean of agriculture. He was a great inspiration to me, and his help gave me the guts to pursue veterinary medicine. As much as a student can consider a dean a friend, I considered him such. One of the things I remember most about him was his well-worn Tech class ring. I remember thinking that it must have a lot of history. I still have my 1970 class ring, and I wear it on special occasions (I wouldn’t want to lose it in a cow). My brother, Gordon Groover (animal science ’79, M.S. ’88, Ph.D. ’01), associate professor emeritus at Tech, lost his ring while fishing with me in Lake Huron. Enjoyed your article very much.

C.A. Groover ’71, Pickford, Michigan

Corrections:

In the story “Hand-hitting Research” in the winter issue of Virginia Tech Magazine, former Virginia Tech equipment manager Lester Kufln was incorrectly identified as Lester Carlson. A story in the winter issue referencing construction plans misidentified the Corps Leadership and Military Science Building on the Upper Quad. In the same edition, an article on page 23 said that the university made the Carilion agreement with Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine in 2012. The agreement was expected to be finalized in 2018.

April 16 will always be a part of our identity, because we will always remember those precious individuals. But we have always been, and will always be, defined by the strength of our community and the core values on the Virginia Tech Pylons. President Tim Sands, Dori McAuliffe, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, and university President Emeritus Charles W. Steger visit the April 16 Memorial.

Following a special wreath-laying ceremony held during the 10-year commemoration weekend, (from left) Professor Laura Sands, Virginia Tech President Tim Sands, Dori McAuliffe, Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, and university President Emeritus Charles W. Steger visit the April 16 Memorial. To the letter

We will never forget by TIM SANDS
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We Remember
It is together—as a community—that we endure difficult times.

Tim Sands,
Virginia Tech president,
 speaking at the 2017 University Commemoration
So many of us will never forget where we were on April 16, 2007. Ten years later, we remember the victims, survivors, and heroes.”

Tim Kaine, U.S. senator and former Virginia governor, from a tweet shared prior to speaking at the 2017 University Commemoration
“We are a family bound by a sense of community that is hard to put into words.”

Alexa Parsley (political science ’17), Student Government Association president, speaking at the 2017 Candlelight Vigil
The Hokie Spirit is an intangible that ties us all together—Hokies past, present, and future.”

Sumeet Bagai (business management ’07), former Student Government Association president, speaking at the 2017 Candlelight Vigil
On April 16, 2007, after the lockdown had been lifted, as the media shared the story with the world, and while investigators began to piece together the minutes, hours, and days leading up to the event, a community took the first steps to process its grief. As dusk settled over the Drillfield that evening, and Hokies quietly gathered together, people across the globe were already moving to pay tribute.
A student-driven volunteer group known as Hokies United placed pieces of Hokie Stone in a semi-circle to act as an ad hoc memorial. Another group of friends placed a large “VT” prominently at the site. They mounted the giant letters to some lumber, tied it to a tree, and placed 32 candles at the base. The display became the backdrop for an impromptu candlelight vigil that drew thousands.

In the days that followed, more spontaneous memorials were left at the Drillfield. At Squires Student Center, packages full of condolence letters, art, and crafts accumulated, spilling out of the building.

Still, the tributes kept coming.


It’s not uncommon for institutions and communities to receive a flood of items in the wake of a publicized tragedy. But why?

Ashley Maynor, who was in Blacksburg managing the Lyric Theatre on April 16, 2007, felt compelled to explore this phenomenon. A former visiting assistant professor at Virginia Tech, Maynor produced a web documentary in 2015, “The Story of the Stuff,” that examines the flood of items received by Virginia Tech and by the town of Newtown, Connecticut, following the violence at Sandy Hook Elementary School.

“There’s no easy explanation for why people send this stuff,” said Maynor, now assistant professor and digital humanities librarian at the University of Tennessee. “Everyone who sends stuff is grieving and expressing sympathy. All those expressions are unique.”

At Virginia Tech, the gifts continued to arrive as days turned into weeks and even months.

The day after the tragedy, Virginia Tech staff within Special Collections, an archival unit in the University Libraries’ Carol M. Newman Library, began the process of arranging, describing, and storing a representative collection of the condolence items sent to campus.

The push was spurred in part by Ed Galvin, a longtime archivist and records manager at Syracuse University. Galvin, who had collected and sorted materials sent after the Lockerbie bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 in 1988, contacted University Archivist Tamara Kennedy.

From afar: (above) The Morale, Welfare, and Recreation Department of Commander Fleet Activities Yokosuka, a U.S. Navy base in Japan, sent a traditional doll to Virginia Tech. Opposite page, (top) In 2008, Hunter Perkinson Jr. (industrial arts ’80) created “Reclaimed Spirit” as a tribute to the victims; (bottom left) quilts were among the many handcrafted items sent; and (bottom right) James Madison University donated a sculpture of their mascot, Duke Dog, wearing Hokie colors. Photos by Jim Stroup.
The Virginia Tech class ring tradition began during the 1911-12 academic year. Each year since, student representatives have designed a ring to reflect the distinctive characteristics of their class. When the tragedy occurred, rings for the classes of 2007 and 2008 had already been made. Although 2009’s ring molds were being tooled, the ring maker offered to make changes.

The committee did choose to revise the design, but in a way that did not compromise the integrity of the original plan. The ring for the Class of 2010 included a depiction of the memorial. Eight stars shine in the sky for the classmates they lost.

On the Class of 2011 ring 32 tiny stones were lined up at the bottom curve on the university side. The ring also featured a rising sun. This class understood from the beginning that they were the “phoenix class.”

The Class of 2015 changed the usual chain of class year numbers around the bezel to a chain of 32 Hokie tracks. That feature has remained on rings since. As the 10th class since 2007, the Class of 2017 depicted the anniversary with 10 of the stones of the April 16 Memorial.

---
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on April 17, 2007, to offer his expertise. In the days to come, other archivists from Bluffton University, which had lost a baseball team in a bus crash; Oklahoma State University, which had lost a basketball team in a plane crash; and Texas A&M University, which had lost 12 students in a bonfire accident, also reached out.

Galvin’s email became a call to action for Kennelly and the Special Collections staff. “I was like everyone else, walking out there just looking at the memorial,” Kennelly said. “Suddenly it was like, ‘Yes. Focus, that’s what we need to do.’”

A working team from the University Libraries met with an advisory group from the Library of Congress to tackle the tidal wave of condolence items. Meanwhile, other groups, including representatives from the Dean of Students’ office and a team of community volunteers, began to sort through the more than 90,000 items that had been sent to or left at Virginia Tech.

Cataloguing each item would take many months. As the details behind these contributions emerged, they told a story of collective grief and shared compassion, and an intrinsic desire to channel feelings into actions.

Brandon Stiltner (aerospace engineering ’07, M.S. ’11), one of the students responsible for the large “VT” now works at NASA in Huntsville, Alabama. On the morning of April 16, 2007, he was a senior. He remembered spending that day watching coverage on TV with his roommates and neighbors. “We sat around just talking. What can we do? What might help people or make a difference?” Stiltner said.

A few days later, Carol Davis (environmental policy and planning ’10) made her way to the Drillfield with her own tribute. “I never felt compelled to do something artistic, either before or since, but I was so overcome with grief and despair that I just decided to start,” Davis said. She channeled her feelings into creating 32 pysanky eggs, a Ukrainian tradition that incorporates wax and the repeated dipping of eggs into colored dye. “I just had to do something with my mind and my hands in those weeks immediately after,” said Davis.

In 2008, Hunter Perkinson Jr. (industrial arts ’80), of Spotsylvania, Virginia, received an email about the upcoming anniversary and a related art show, which sparked inspiration. “That whole thing sat in my craw for a year,” Perkinson said. “I remember wanting to do something, but thinking, ‘What can you do? What is there to do?’ When I got that email, I knew instantly what to do.” Perkinson created “Reclaimed Spirit”—32 hand-forged gobbler...
we remember

feathers welded to a 4-foot ring. At the base of the wreath, he added a brass doorplate to form a rolled scroll representing degrees granted posthumously.

“Reclaimed Spirit” wasn’t accepted into that year’s art show, but Perkinson trekked across Southside Virginia to the Drillfield, where he left it next to the memorial in front of Burruss Hall. “I felt like I had to get it off my chest,” Perkinson said. “I had to do this for the victims.”

Today, the big cardboard “VT,” the pysanky eggs, and “Reclaimed Spirit” reside in Special Collections as part of the university’s archives of materials. Kennelly and a team of university employees, community volunteers, and students worked for more than two years to collect, sort, label, photograph, and create a finding aid to make the collection more accessible.

The staff returns to those archives annually to select items for displays throughout campus in remembrance of that tragic day. Robin Boucher, arts program director for Student Engagement and Campus Life, has partnered with Kennelly since 2012 to select, curate, and display these materials.

“You have some people who’ve never had contact with the archives, so you want to be able to give them a glimpse of what it was like in a way that’s poignant,” Boucher said. “Then you have people who see it every year. You want to give them a glimpse of something they’ve not seen, but there’s also a certain comfort in seeing familiar things.”

The inherent beauty in the gifts, especially in the works of art, stems from the understanding that most of the pieces were created by people who are not trained artists or makers.

“Each item in the archives is someone trying to put back the pieces of something that’s broken,” said Boucher.

“When you look at 90,000 items, you have this sense of loss, and you learn you have to live with that sense of loss, but you also have this deep connection with all of these people trying so hard with their hearts to make things right again. It’s a pure form of expression of spirit and a need to reach out to your fellow human being,” Boucher said, describing the process as “the essence of empathy.”

That connection between grief and art, trauma and creativity, has been demonstrated through numerous studies, said David Trinkle, associate dean for community and culture and associate professor in psychiatry and behavioral medicine at the Virginia Tech Carilion School of Medicine.

“After a crisis or tragedy, it’s not at all uncommon for people to take to the artistic and creative ways to express their emotions, deal with their emotions, and handle their emotions in a way that ultimately is liberating and healing,” Trinkle said.

After making “The Story of the Stuff,” Maynor said she came away impressed not just with the professionalism of the archivists at Tech, but also with the way in which they kept those archives open to the public through regular exhibitions. That’s rare among the archival collections of tragedies, and it speaks to the sense of community among Hokies, not only in Blacksburg, but throughout wider world.

Maynor said she also drew wisdom from observing how other people processed and responded to tragedy.

“We all have to work through our grief in our own way,” Maynor said. “The thing I’m trying to learn to do, and the lessons I’ve taken away from having made this film, is the best way we can work with that grief is to work in a proactive way toward positive change. What good is grief if we can’t [channel it to] make the world a better place?”

With sympathy: (clockwise from top) Teddy bears, flowers, and personal messages were left at various locations around campus in the days following April 16, 2007; in 2012, this message remembering the 32 lives lost was left at the site of the April 16 Memorial; numerous handmade condolence items have been contributed to the university since 2007; a large “VT” became the site of a spontaneous candlelight memorial in 2007; and Tamara Kennelly, university archivist, leads the team responsible for the April 16, 2007, Condolence Archives. Opposite page: U.S. Coast Guard members in San Juan, Puerto Rico, sent a signed life preserver.
In the days following April 16, 2007, people made, collected, and sent a broad range of objects to the university that accumulated around campus, especially on the DrillField, in Squires Student Center, and at the president’s office. Many items were also shared with families who lost loved ones and with those who were injured.

The Special Collections team, assisted by a Library of Congress advisory group, began archiving the materials by identifying categories, sorting first by format, and then by source. In certain instances, the team kept only representative items. If the team received identical items, it kept one, and funneled duplicates to community organizations. However, each gift was documented individually.

Staff also collected metadata about the objects in a spreadsheet using 54 fields to build a finding aide. The end goal was to archive a collection that would be of use—not just to the Virginia Tech community and to families of the victims, but to future researchers.

The 15 selection criteria for the archive:

1. Reflections of pop culture that distinguished regions
2. Sociological interest, including materials from those affected by other tragedies
3. Personal messages
4. Materials that personalized the 32 lives lost
5. Materials from student government organizations
6. Outliers and otherwise unusual gifts
7. Aesthetics: especially attractive or expressive materials
8. Items from engineering schools or organizations
9. Materials from departments of foreign language or literature
10. Materials from resident advisors
11. Unique and special materials, such as an American flag flown in Iraq
12. Things from places similar to Virginia Tech
13. Things from institutions different from Virginia Tech
14. A cross-section of contributions from various sources
15. Geographical interest: materials from around the world signed in different languages
More than 120 years ago, then-Virginia Polytechnic Institute President John McLaren McBryde coined the university’s motto, Ut Prosim (That I May Serve).

No record remains detailing why McBryde chose that short Latin phrase, but since that time, countless Hokies have put the motto into practice—serving through the military, civic organizations, charities, religious affiliations, or businesses.

During the past decade, the commitment among students, alumni, faculty and staff members, family, and friends to truly help and engage with people and communities in need seems to have grown exponentially, spurred on in large part by the strengthened sense of Hokie Spirit that arose in response to the tragedy of April 16.

“I like to think that in some small way [doing good for others] is how the spirit of those lost that day continues to live on through the Hokie Nation,” said Tara Reel, graduate student representative to the Board of Visitors, who served as a volunteer on the Day of Remembrance Student Planning Committee this year.

Service in remembrance

Shortly after April 16, 2007, students, faculty, staff, alumni, and friends looking for a useful way to channel their confusion and grief realized that tributes to many of the fallen highlighted their dedication to public service.

To continue that legacy, plans underway before April 16 for a volunteerism event evolved into a service project aimed at honoring the 32 Hokies who had lost their lives. And then those plans became something even bigger, according to John Dooley, then vice president for outreach and international affairs and now CEO of the Virginia Tech Foundation.

“One of the affected families came to us and said, ‘We would like to, in a special way, help you focus and affirm the contributions of the people who lost their lives,’” Dooley said. The idea would result in VT-ENGAGE, an umbrella organization to galvanize Hokies across the nation to become more involved in community service.

“Let’s bring hope and meaning to what we’re about,” said Dooley. “I think we’re sending a very dramatic message to the world.”

“The germ of VT-ENGAGE was trying to come up with an idea where people could work together and honor those we lost … taking action in a positive way,” said Karen Gilbert, the first director of VT-ENGAGE who is now back at Tech working toward a Ph.D. in higher education.

Gilbert had been working in communications for the College of Engineering before April 16, but she quickly found another calling. “I was just interested in helping people heal and recover. I thought it was the best possible idea in response to the tragedy.

“I think Ut Prosim was brought to the forefront, and I think it has more personal meaning to people. … VT-ENGAGE helped solidify Ut Prosim as a living model for the entire university community and alumni chapters,” Gilbert said.

Now known as VT Engage: The Community Learning Collaborative, the effort focuses on developing community partnerships to make long-term sustainable investments that help produce effective solutions to complex problems.
“As a major university—as a land-grant—it’s our place to use the human and intellectual capital of the university to partner with communities… We don’t arrive and try to tell a community what we think they should do,” said Gary Kirk (MPIA ’00, Ph.D. ’04), VT Engage’s current director.

Alumni step up
Alumni quickly got on board with the idea of volunteerism as remembrance. Just in the past three years, at least 20 chapters have held runs/walks and five have sponsored memorial blood drives. Others have taken on everything from Adopt-A-Highway cleanups to work with homeless shelters.

The Shenandoah (Virginia) Chapter has organized a blood drive every year since, collecting more than 1,000 pints over the years and becoming one of the area’s largest drives, according to Victoria Culbreth (animal science ’93), secretary of the chapter.

The chapter also built a memorial garden in Sherando Park in Stephens City, Virginia, a project led by Bruce Wilson (agricultural economics ’86). Frederick County Parks and Recreation donated the use of an 8,000-square-foot parcel of land, many businesses contributed materials and services, an engineering firm designed the garden for free, and landscape crews helped install the flora. The garden includes a large “VT” and 32 pieces of Hokie Stone.

“This community came together in the true spirit of Ut Prosim, and it didn’t end that day,” Culbreth said. “The garden is used by those visiting the park, and the gazebo provides an area for individuals wanting to set up tables when enjoying their kids’ sporting events in the park.”

The Shenandoah Chapter’s Big Event is a cleanup day at the garden. This year’s events included a remembrance ceremony for the entire community.

“This ceremony is meant to remember those who lost their lives that day, but also show the perseverance of the Hokie Spirit, (and to) embrace the line, ‘We will remember. We are strong. We are Virginia Tech,’” Culbreth said.

In Wilmington, Delaware, the First State Chapter, under president Steve Cason (mechanical engineering ’89) and Hal Schneikert (industrial engineering ’65), who is on the board of the local Habitat for Humanity, had already been involved in helping build houses as a service project, but Schneikert saw a way to add extra meaning.

“When we looked at what we wanted to do in recognition of the tragedy … we thought we could move this work to April,” Schneikert said. “We would have something tangible; we’d have helped build a house that would provide shelter for a family for decades.”

According to Cason, First State has always emphasized service, including work for the Ronald McDonald House and Special Olympics, and making personalized stockings for soldiers. But Habitat day in April is particularly meaningful.

The Denver Chapter has also always been mindful of service, sponsoring blood drives, adopting a family for Christmas, supporting the Food Bank of the Rockies, and providing for the Denver Rescue Mission. The chapter draws many young alumni, so quite a few were within one degree of separation from someone who was killed or wounded.

“I think that since April 16, for students graduating from Virginia Tech, service is an everyday thing,” said Debbie Flippo (marketing management ’83), former president of the Denver Alumni Chapter and now a member of the Virginia Tech Alumni Association board. “I think they carry it with them.”

In 2008 and 2009, Denver Hokies participated in a blood drive; in 2010, eight members of the chapter put on Hokie T-shirts and ran an informal 3.2-mile course. In 2011, Flippo said, 70 alumni showed up to find their way around a course drawn up using a pedometer. Every year since then, Denver Hokies have gathered to run or walk and later enjoy a cookout—sometimes in the snow.

“Obviously, we’re there to remember those who aren’t with us any longer,” Flippo said. “It’s meant to be a tribute, but it’s also meant to be a celebration of life.”
Students in action

On campus, students put in countless hours on all kinds of projects, including planning for the events attended by thousands to remember April 16.

Samantha Drury (political science, economics ’18) and Jordan Schoeneberger (applied economic management ’18), were the director and assistant director, respectively, of this year’s community picnic.

Drury’s father graduated from Tech in 1989. She remembers seeing his heartbreak in 2007, but admits she didn’t really understand until she attended the vigil as a first-year student.

“I was overcome with sadness and heartache listening to the names being read,” Drury said. “However, throughout that week of my freshman year, there were also moments that I was touched by the warmth, love, and respect that Hokies—both current and former—show each other.”

The pride Drury saw helped motivate her throughout the picnic-planning process with its hundreds of emails and phone calls. “It has been one of the most eye-opening and humbling experiences of my life,” she said. “One of my favorite quotes is by Maya Angelou, who once said, ‘I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you made them feel.’ Fifty years from now in 2067, my involvement in this picnic will be long forgotten, but I hope that the effects of these Remembrance events will make a lasting and positive impact on the Hokie Nation.”

Schoeneberger is the assistant director of community initiatives with the Student Government Association (SGA). She joined the FEMA Corps, an AmeriCorps National Civilian Community Corps program, for a gap year before coming to Tech. That exposure to hunger, poverty, and inequality in the U.S. was the catalyst for her involvement in SGA, the SERVE Living-Learning Community, and, eventually, the picnic.

“Despite being 11 when this tragedy occurred, I remember seeing news clips of campus on that day almost 10 years ago,” Schoeneberger said. “When applying for colleges three years ago, those were the images that went through my mind. Not specifically from the tragedy, but everything I heard of Virginia Tech and the community from that day forward was positive.

“I’m here because of a blind faith in the community that is stronger despite tragedy, a willingness to serve, and the fact that Blacksburg has always felt like home.”

Tara Reel, the graduate student representative on the Board of Visitors, was driven to serve partly by the fact that she was grieving the loss of her brother when the tragedy happened.

“What I have learned is that while we may lose people, they are never truly gone from our hearts, as we keep them alive through remembrance,” Reel said. “I am humbled to be a part of honoring the lives they lived and being part of the commemoration of their spirits.”
Imagine a lecture hall filled to capacity. The class is general chemistry, the topic for the day: acid-base equilibria. For many, the scenario sounds like a remedy for insomnia, but on a March day in Davidson Hall, nearly 300 Virginia Tech students sat in rapt attention, fully focused on advanced instructor Shamindri Arachchige’s lecture.

Throughout the room, standardized notes were projected on screens. Occasionally Arachchige posed a question. Students actively responded—not in a cacophony of voices—but through iClickers, which transferred their responses to a computer for immediate tabulation. Midway through class, Arachchige called up a pair of students. The volunteers donned lab coats and goggles to demonstrate a principle using brightly colored liquids in beakers on lab tables.

In large classrooms, instructors, like Arachchige, often employ these special teaching methods to ensure student success. The techniques keep classes feeling relatively small and personable—and therefore easier for students to follow.

Such innovations were rewarded recently with the Virginia Tech 2016 Exemplary Department Awards, which recognized “effective large-class instruction.” The winners included three departments within the College of Science: Physics, Chemistry, and Biological Sciences.

“We in the College of Science are honored to teach more than 220,000 student credit hours for undergraduates each year, which is close to 50 percent of the undergraduate teaching that takes place at Virginia Tech,” said Sally C. Morton, dean of the College of Science.

Some of these classes function as gateway courses for a student’s chosen major, while others are required across disciplines. That broad swath of enrollees creates instructional challenges, especially in the large classes.

In the physics department, Alma Robinson (physics, philosophy ’02, MAED ’03), teacher-in-residence at Virginia Tech’s PhysTEC program, said she feels a responsibility to prepare students academically and socially. “Oftentimes, students who come to a big university can feel a little bit lost,” Robinson said. “Virginia Tech does a really good job of creating community so that doesn’t happen.”

Many first-year students in the physics department attend classes in what are known as SCALE-UP classrooms with whiteboards on the walls and circular tables for group work.

In the Department of Biology, two introductory courses provide foundational knowledge for about 1,500 students each semester using an approach called the Active Classroom. Students view an online, narrated lecture on their own, and class sessions then are broken into 20 minutes of instructor-led review and an introduction to that day’s activity; 45 minutes working in teams; and a 10-minute summary of major conclusions.

Since 1994, the University Exemplary Department or Program Awards recognize the work of programs and/or departments that maintain exemplary teaching and learning environments for students and faculty.

On stage in the Big Apple

On April 11, members of the Wind Ensemble and the Virginia Tech Combined Choirs—the Chamber Singers, Tech Men, and Women’s Chorus—performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City.

Read more about the performances and view a photo gallery from the trip at vtmag.vt.edu.

Hokies on the Hill

On March 26, a roundtable of experts convened by Virginia Tech met on Capitol Hill for a panel discussion on cybersecurity. During the visit, Virginia Tech President Tim Sands also found time to interact with students in Washington, D.C. To learn more about the visit, go to vtmag.vt.edu.

Visit cnre.vt.edu/events/25years for details and registration information.
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In the Department of Biology, two introductory courses provide foundational knowledge for about 1,500 students each semester using an approach called the Active Classroom. Students view an online, narrated lecture on their own, and class sessions then are broken into 20 minutes of instructor-led review and an introduction to that day’s activity; 45 minutes working in teams; and a 10-minute summary of major conclusions.

Since 1994, the University Exemplary Department or Program Awards recognize the work of programs and/or departments that maintain exemplary teaching and learning environments for students and faculty.

On stage in the Big Apple

On April 11, members of the Wind Ensemble and the Virginia Tech Combined Choirs—the Chamber Singers, Tech Men, and Women’s Chorus—performed at Carnegie Hall in New York City.

Read more about the performances and view a photo gallery from the trip at vtmag.vt.edu.

Hokies on the Hill

On March 26, a roundtable of experts convened by Virginia Tech met on Capitol Hill for a panel discussion on cybersecurity. During the visit, Virginia Tech President Tim Sands also found time to interact with students in Washington, D.C. To learn more about the visit, go to vtmag.vt.edu.

Visit cnre.vt.edu/events/25years for details and registration information.
The Virginia Tech Office of Student Engagement and Campus Life strives to help students make connections and get involved. Participating in a student organization adds value and depth to the Virginia Tech experience, creating opportunities for building friendships, cultivating peer mentors, and building self-awareness.

The Virginia Tech Alumni Association works with several student organizations to introduce undergraduates to the opportunities available for alumni.

Student Alumni Associates (SAA)
Known as the 100 most spirited Hokies, members are selected through an application process in the spring. The group assists with the following events:

- Reunions & spirit rallies
- Lemonade Brigade and Cider Station
- Pop-Up Pizza Party
- iSupport Student Giving Campaign
- Official Hokie Bucket List

Class programs
The class system arose in the mid-1960s. Each class group elects eight officers, who serve for life. A Corps of Cadets representative is guaranteed. Members organize activities associated with the class ring, a tradition dating back to 1911.

For more information about student organizations, go to vtmag.vt.edu.
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Get buggy with it

by PAUL MAREK
photos courtesy of RHEA WONG and PATRICIA SHORTER

B utterflies are among nature’s most captivating insects, in part because of their striking colors, which seem to shimmer and change as they flit from flower to flower.

A butterfly’s color may act as camouflage, signal a warning, or attract potential mates. Butterflies get their colors through two main mechanisms: pigmentary color and structural color.

Consider the emerald swallowtail, Papilio palinurus. The top and bottom of the emerald swallowtail’s wing differ dramatically in color. The bottom surface is comprised of dusty grays with some blue and orange dots toward the bottom of the wing. The top colors, however appear as dark green with a sudden dramatic in color. The bottom surface is comprised of dusty grays with some blue and orange dots toward the bottom of the wing. The top and bottom of the emerald swallowtail’s wing differ dramatically in color.

The wings of a butterfly consist of thousands of microscopic scales. These scales overlap like roof tiles, appearing as dust to the naked eye.

Each scale has multiple ridges, cross ribs, and other structures, separated by air. When light hits the different layers, it diffracts, causing the waves to scatter as they travel. These scattered light waves then interfere with each other so that certain color wavelengths cancel out and others intensify.

Pigmentary color comes from chemical pigments that absorb and reflect light. For example, the red of a ladybug comes from the fact that more red light is reflected compared to any other hue. Structural color results from the specific sculpturing of the butterfly’s wings, which helps explain why the colors move and change. This quality, called iridescence, occurs frequently in nature, notably in mother of pearl seashells, fish, and peacocks. Iridescence results as light passes through a transparent, multilayered surface and is reflected more than once. It also occurs when light is scattered by microscopic grooves or gratings on the surface, which is the same phenomenon as in the shimmer of compact discs.

Paul Marek is an assistant professor in Virginia Tech’s Department of Entomology. Marek’s lab focuses on studies of the evolution of coloration and taxonomy, the science of naming and classifying species. His research team has investigated the vibrant warning coloration of Appalachian milkpea and the bioluminescence of Californian milkpeas. They are now analyzing structural colors of insects conserved in the Virginia Tech Insect Collection.

In the emerald swallowtail, the miniature bowl-shaped microstructures reflect yellow and blue light away from the scale. Since they are so close together, the light blends, and our eyes see it as green.

In the emerald swallowtail, the miniature bowl-shaped microstructures reflect yellow and blue light away from the scale. Since they are so close together, the light blends, and our eyes see it as green.

Paul Marek’s lab, visit vtmag.vt.edu.
Swimming is an equal mixture of skills and gills. Getting off the starting block fast requires fierce athleticism, focus, and perfection. Submerged in this winning combination is rising senior Klaudia Nazieblo, a Poland native majoring in economics. At the NCAA championships in Indianapolis in March, Nazieblo earned honorable mention All-American status in the 200 butterfly for the third time in her Tech career. Her strong build allows her to dominate in distance racing. “During the race, I know how to pace my body and my emotions,” said Nazieblo, who trains with the team’s distance coach.

The successes have not gone to her head, though. Even with years of practice, she respects her favorite event, the 200 “fly,” and its high demands. “It’s a different mentality and a different distance,” she said. “Experience is crucial.”

Nazieblo’s commitment is spurred not only by the excitement of racing, but also by the challenge of the training grind. “I’m waking up at 4:55 a.m., driving to Christiansburg, and at 5:30 a.m., I swim,” said Nazieblo, who retains a cheerful disposition even though, during the school week, she rises before the sun. “Then I have breakfast, go to class, have another practice, eat, do homework, go to sleep—and then I’m waiting for another day.”

Despite this strict regimen, Nazieblo considers her time at Tech a “true opportunity.” “In Poland,” she said, “sports and college are not correlated, so I needed to find a way to continue my sports career.”

With that goal in mind, Nazieblo visited the U.S. with friends following high school graduation. After speaking with the swimming coaches at Tech, she prepared for the SATs because, if nothing else, “learning the language would be beneficial.” Ultimately, she decided to become a Hokie. Some 4,560 miles away from home, Nazieblo finds her comfort in the competition. “If I’m standing on the blocks before the 200 fly, I’ll talk to myself in my own language. It brings energy to me while I’m waiting to attack.”

And she does attack. During her four years with the H2Okies, Nazieblo set four individual school records, as well as two relay team school records.

Allysah Fox (multimedia journalism ’18) is an intern for Virginia Tech Magazine.
Forward-looking:
For more details about the Beyond Boundaries initiative, visit vtmag.vt.edu.

I am honored to have spent my professional career, from 1981 until now, at Virginia Tech. Throughout my time in Blacksburg, I have been continually impressed by the cutting-edge research, learning, and engagement that the university produces. Now, as chair of the Beyond Boundaries Advisory Group, I am proud of the progress and the long-term vision that the university [is setting] for its next generation.

Beyond Boundaries focuses on determining how Virginia Tech will respond to the changing landscape of higher education and become a leading global land-grant institution by 2047. This vision celebrates the university’s past, explores innovative strategies for today, and develops a trajectory for advancing as a leading institution of higher education in the future.

Past. Virginia Tech has a legacy of identifying its strengths and building upon them. In my time as the associate dean of the Graduate School, I witnessed innovations that expanded opportunities and encouraged interdisciplinary research and learning teams. For example, the Interdisciplinary Graduate Education Programs (IGEPs) bring together cross-college teams of faculty and graduate students to address a major fundamental problem or complex societal issue through research and education. IGEPs are fundamentally rooted in Virginia Tech’s land-grant mission to produce knowledge that addresses community needs and enables people to solve pressing problems.

Present. Over the past two years, Beyond Boundaries has worked on finding ways to increase Virginia Tech’s ability to anticipate and respond to change in higher education and society. This process blurs the line between planning and implementation. ‘Through Beyond Boundaries’ recommendations, we are adopting ways of organizing study and scholarship to produce space and interactions for productive collaboration. The university is planning several innovation districts, including the Creativity and Innovation District, the Global Business and Analytics Complex, and the Health Sciences and Technology Innovation District. These districts will integrate instruction and scholarship along with the smart technologies, labs, and spaces needed to address complex issues.

Virginia Tech has also begun to characterize the VT-shaped experience, which President Sands calls “the cornerstone of our vision for the future.” This concept encourages experiences that provide students with an education that promotes service, technological literacy, interdisciplinary skills, and experiential learning. It ultimately results in well-rounded graduates who are ready to take on the challenges inherent to the 21st century.

Future. Beyond Boundaries strives to position Virginia Tech as a global leader in the next generation of higher-education instruction, research, and engagement. Our advisory group is considering how to design a continuous planning process that will help Virginia Tech become more responsive to internal and external change. To reach the university’s goal of becoming a top 100-global institution, we also are developing metrics to assess progress toward our goals.

As I consider what Virginia Tech will be like in 2047, I am confident we are taking steps to position this institution to be strong and resilient. Virginia Tech will lead the way toward ever-improving outcomes for all who study and work here—and for the world beyond.

Rosemary Blieszner, Alumni Distinguished Professor of Human Development, serves as chair for the Beyond Boundaries Advisory Group. She is the interim dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences.
Often, Hokie Spirit is passed down from one generation to the next. That’s certainly true for Ashley Burris of Virginia Beach, Virginia, a third-generation Hokie who began her Virginia Tech experience this past fall.

In her college selection process, Virginia Tech was an easy choice; both of Ashley’s parents are alumni, as is her grandfather. Ashley, who is studying human nutrition, foods, and exercise, with an eye toward a career in medicine, never wavered from her dream. “There really was nowhere else I wanted to go but Virginia Tech,” Ashley said. “My whole life I felt I was a Hokie, but I will never forget the day, just before Christmas last year, when it became official. After celebrating with my parents and sister, my first call was to my grandfather, who was just as excited as me.”

Ashley’s first visit came long before she become a student. “My parents and I entered the campus off Prices Fork Road by the golf course, and, as we drove by the Duck Pond and toward the center of campus, I had this overwhelming feeling come over me,” she said. “This was home! I never looked back and only decided to apply to Virginia Tech, just like my daughter. When you find your school, you just know it.”

As a student, Lisa served as a Hokie Ambassador and was a member of the New Virginians, Virginia Tech’s former musical ambassadors. The New Virginians performed across the U.S., including a visit to the White House during Lisa’s junior year.

Lisa met her future husband, Dean (liberal arts and sciences ’89), at an intramural basketball game in War Memorial Gym. A member of the Corps of Cadets and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, Dean served as an officer in the U.S. Navy following graduation.

For Hanks and the Burris family, the Virginia Tech experience didn’t end with graduation, however.

Now a retired BB&T Corp. executive, Hanks lives with his wife, Betty, in Wintertree, North Carolina. A former alumni chapter officer and a member of the Hokie Club, he is also a member of the Monogram Club, a membership organization that honors and engages letter winners to celebrate the traditions and promote the value of the Virginia Tech student-athlete experience.

Dean and Lisa live in Virginia Beach, Virginia, with their younger daughter Allison. Lisa is an independent marketing and corporate communications consultant, working primarily in health care. Dean is a senior account specialist with Allegan Inc. Former alumni chapter board members, they serve on the Division of Student Affairs’ Parent Committee. Parent Committee members study issues, offer assistance, and act as liaisons between families and the university.

“Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. "It’s a legacy passed on from Hokie to Hokie, generation to generation. That’s certainly true for Ashley Burris of Virginia Beach, Virginia, a third-generation Hokie who began her Virginia Tech experience this past fall.

In her college selection process, Virginia Tech was an easy choice; both of Ashley’s parents are alumni, as is her grandfather. Ashley, who is studying human nutrition, foods, and exercise, with an eye toward a career in medicine, never wavered from her dream. “There really was nowhere else I wanted to go but Virginia Tech,” Ashley said. “My whole life I felt I was a Hokie, but I will never forget the day, just before Christmas last year, when it became official. After celebrating with my parents and sister, my first call was to my grandfather, who was just as excited as me.” Ashley’s grandfather, O. Wayne Hanks (business administration ’63), the family’s first Hokie, was a stand-out first baseman at Tech.

For Ashley’s mother, Lisa Burris (communication ’91), Ashley’s acceptance was like history repeating itself. Lisa remembers the first time she visited Blacksburg. “My parents and I entered the campus off Prices Fork Road by the golf course and, as we drove by the Duck Pond and toward the center of campus, I had this overwhelming feeling come over me,” she said. “This was home! I never looked back and only decided to apply to Virginia Tech, just like my daughter. When you find your school, you just know it.”

As a student, Lisa served as a Hokie Ambassador and was a member of the New Virginians, Virginia Tech’s former musical ambassadors. The New Virginians performed across the U.S., including a visit to the White House during Lisa’s junior year.

Lisa met her future husband, Dean (liberal arts and sciences ’89), at an intramural basketball game in War Memorial Gym. A member of the Corps of Cadets and Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, Dean served as an officer in the U.S. Navy following graduation.

For Hanks and the Burris family, the Virginia Tech experience didn’t end with graduation, however.

Now a retired BB&T Corp. executive, Hanks lives with his wife, Betty, in Wintertree, North Carolina. A former alumni chapter officer and a member of the Hokie Club, he is also a member of the Monogram Club, a membership organization that honors and engages letter winners to celebrate the traditions and promote the value of the Virginia Tech student-athlete experience.

Dean and Lisa live in Virginia Beach, Virginia, with their younger daughter Allison. Lisa is an independent marketing and corporate communications consultant, working primarily in health care. Dean is a senior account specialist with Allegan Inc. Former alumni chapter board members, they serve on the Division of Student Affairs’ Parent Committee. Parent Committee members study issues, offer assistance, and act as liaisons between families and the university.

“Families like Lisa and Dean Burris are the silent heroes of Student Affairs,” said Penny Helms White, chief advancement officer and director of family and alumni relations in the Division of Student Affairs. “It’s no secret that a family’s support greatly benefits the student. But, when families go above and beyond to support Student Affairs as a whole, the services and initiatives we provide to all Virginia Tech students multiply. [Family] commitment to the university is invaluable.”

It’s a legacy passed on from Hokie to Hokie, generation to generation.

For more information about the Parent Committee, visit family.disa.vt.edu/parent_committee.
Long's vision was to create a tool to support the full systems engineering process. He began the project as a tool for academic engineering with a focus on systems," he said. "I never intended to start a company." Long's vision was to create a tool to support the full systems engineering process. He began the project as a tool for academic engineering with a focus on systems," he said. "I never intended to start a company."
Pirates were people too

In late March 1717, as part of a gang of nearly 250 pirates who'd spent the year racing ships in the Caribbean, Capt. Paulgrave Williams sailed north up the coast of New England. Detouring from the planned rendezvous point, Williams sailed home to see his mother and sisters. Meanwhile, his partner’s ship had turned pirate at sea. But the loyalty of these women is what I saw in their letters. I also saw that they suffered greatly because their husbands were gone for so long.”

1) Pirates didn’t ordinarily fly the Jolly Roger, the black skull-and-crossbones flag.

“Pirates didn’t go around with that flag up all the time. They only hoisted it when they attacked. Pirates carried flags from all nations to fool merchant ships. Just before they approached they’d hoist their Jolly Roger. A smart merchant captain would immediately surrender.”

2) Pirates had their own mail system.

“The pirates’ ‘post office’ was under a large rock with a hole in it located near where the ships came in on Ascension Island, a small remote island in the South Atlantic.”

3) Pirates maintained a highly developed code of honor.

“People think pirates were just cutthroat thieves, but they were a very close brotherhood. If a pirate was killed in action or died from disease, a fellow pirate would smugle the victim’s share of the bounty to his next kin.”

4) The wives of pirates were intensely loyal, strong, and independent.

“The wives didn’t always know their husbands were pirates. When they left port, they could be ordinary saloons who turned pirate at sea. But the loyalty of these women is what I saw in their letters. I also saw that they suffered greatly because their husbands were gone for so long.”

Available for purchase - 4 Historic 6,800 Square Foot Greek Revival Mansions on 292 Acres in Albemarle County, Virginia with majestic views of the Blue Ridge Mountains. Complete renovation following the guidelines of the Virginia Department of Historic Resources. Modern convenience has been gained without losing historic integrity.

Vermont Gateway:

450.480.0902 | miller@countrydelinc.bl | countrydelinc.com
Our part of Virginia has always been known for scenic beauty. These days, people are looking to us for something even more inspiring: ideas to transform health care. That’s because Carilion Clinic’s physician-led, patient-first approach is making huge gains in quality of care, innovation and value. We’re changing everything. And the whole health care community can’t wait to see what’s next.

REMARKABLY, IT’S OUR VIEWS ON HEALTH CARE THAT ARE REALLY GETTING ATTENTION.

William S. Beamon III
Nora Rutherford Bailey
P. Buckley Moss, America’s most celebrated living artist and Virginia Tech’s own Outreach Fellow for the Arts.

Springs at Humpback Bridge  $150
Reflections of the Soul  $195
74 Poplar Grove Lane
Mathews, VA 23109
(800) 430-1320
pbuckleymoss.com

For the latest Carilion Clinic artwork and information, please visit CarilionClinic.org.
It’s not easy picking a favorite memory from a trip to Antarctica. Just ask Rachelle Walker (apparel, housing, and resource management ’09, MBA ’12), one of a dozen “Traveling Hokies” who visited Antarctica in February as part of an expedition cruise offered through the Virginia Tech Alumni Association travel tours program.

“A Antarctica’s charms are indefinable by the normal written word, a place that at times alternated between the feeling you were walking on an alien planet or floating past gods of ice and ancient lore,” Walker wrote in a travel blog she co-authors with her husband, Ben Walker (mechanical engineering ’10). “We understand now why explorers and poets were drawn to this place and even more so why it must remain unbroken,” she noted.

A moment etched in Kathryn Herron-Venancio’s mind occurred early in the trip, soon after the ship cleared the rough seas and 25-foot waves that rocked the ship for 36 hours as it crossed the notorious Drake Passage separating Antarctica from Argentina.

“One we had reached the South Shetland Islands, we finally encountered some very calm waters. There was no wind, everything was at a whisper, the sky was clear with the blue of the sky and the water reflecting each other,” said Herron-Venancio (English ’73). “What came to mind was the poem, ‘The Rime of the Ancient Mariner.’ The trip was a living poem.”

The cruise was Chris Rohrer’s second trek to Antarctica. He was a junior geophysics major at Virginia Tech in 1974 when he first traveled to the region as part of a National Science Foundation research project. Rohrer had always wanted to return to the “land of the ice,” but never found the right opportunity until he heard about the alumni tour and signed up with Herron-Venancio.

“The return trip let me see much, much more of the wildlife, the details of the coastline, and gave me the opportunity to walk around all those places, seeing them close-up,” he said.

For Jack Weeks (accounting ’68) and his wife Liz, the expedition was their fourth through the Virginia Tech Alumni Association, but their first to Antarctica. Jack Weeks said they enjoy the alumni tours because they connect travelers with a shared Virginia Tech connection, providing a dynamic group to socialize with at dinners and during outings. Jack’s twin brother, Jim Weeks (chemistry ’68, biochemistry ’70) and his travel companion, Nancy Lubin, also joined the cruise.

“What an amazing experience,” Liz Weeks said as she walked across the sand at Livingston Island, an Antarctic landing in the South Shetland Islands. Less than 100 feet away, a dozen elephant seals sprawled on the beach. In the distance, hundreds, if not thousands, of Gentoo penguins scurried clumsily on the rocks, moms leading their babies to the water.

Michael Stowe, Virginia Tech’s director of media relations, traveled with the alumni tour to Antarctica in February.

During the trip, the 200-passenger French cruise ship Le Soleal served as home base for the Traveling Hokies, but the adventurers used smaller eight-person Zodiac boats, to make landfall, cruise the bays, and get closer to nature. Deborah Petrine (management ’78), a member of the university’s Board of Visitors, said she won’t ever forget cruising through Hidden Bay in a small boat. “The magical beauty of the icebergs, glacial ice, and seals seemed unreal—like a movie set instead of real life,” she said.

In February, late summer in Antarctica, first light dawns around 3:30 a.m. Most days start—and often stay—gray, with clouds and fog hanging low over the water. But the fourth day for the Hokies proved different. It was a rare sunny day, and the sight was unforgettable. Bright light shimmered brilliantly off the water and the ice. A thin, white fog hung in the distance, but it was overshadowed by the picturesque blue sky.

For Yvette Johnson (business information technology ’05, information technology ’11) that day’s continental landing was a trip highlight. After hiking in 5 inches of snow half a mile up the ridge at Portal Point, she gazed out to soak in the scene. In the water below, two humpback whales swam by spouting water.

Deborah ’78 and Jim Petrine ’80 show their Hokie Spirit with their son, James Petrine; daughter, Rachelle Walker ’09, ’12; and son-in-law, Ben Walker ’10.

2017 alumni travel tours

Baltic & Scandinavian Treasures | Aug. 22-Sept. 2
Island Life Ancient Greece | Sept. 18-26
Great Tours and Grand Cannons | Oct. 1-7
Medieval Masterpiece | Nov. 5-14
South African Explorer | Dec. 5-21
Ray Carmines ’31 a senior benefactor of the Ut Prosim Society, enjoys the Hokie Nation together.

Through more than 100 chapters across the country and around the world, Virginia Tech alumni create opportunities that bring members of the Hokie Nation together.

Virginia Tech alumni are committed to helping Hokies get connected. In today’s competitive employment market, networking is an excellent way to open doors to career opportunities and professional development.

This spring, the Richmond (RVA) and National Capital Region chapters once again organized job fairs to connect job seekers with potential employers. While these events are designed with Hokies in mind, participation is open to anyone who is interested. The chapters organize these events to coincide with the university’s spring break to offer future graduates insights into regional job markets.

Nearly 500 people turned out for the 26th Annual National Career Expo, held annually in March and October, to explore opportunities and professional development. The RVA Career Expo, held annually in March and October, drew more than 1,000 registrants and showcased more than 20 companies this year. Thirty percent of these employers were first-time participants. Prior to the expo, the chapter conducted 58 training events to prepare job-seekers for the fair.
“Michael and I met at Virginia Tech in 2008 and were good friends before we started dating in 2013. Our ‘Hokey Pokey’ with her big
“Ava was so excited to dance

“Amelia Anne was welcomed to Big Sandman hug by her parents and big brother, Cooper.” —Sandi Volina

“Introducing our future Hokies, Owen Garland and big sister Sadie Mae.” —Betsy Lanier '10

Andrew Lanier '11 and Bethany Lanier '10, Auburn, Ala,, a son, Owen Garland Lanier, 8/25/16.

“Tunnel made by the wedding
“We entered the reception

“Ten years after meeting at the March Equinox, we decided to tie the knot.” —Kristina Mueller '10

Kara Volina '09 and Mike Volina '11, Rustburg, Va., a daughter, Ava Maria, 2/25/17.

Sandy Hindman '06 and John Hindman '07, Leesburg, Va., a daughter, Amelia Anna, 1/16/17.

Laura E. Delpopolo '10 and Nicholas Delpopolo '09, Arlington, Va., 8/06/16.

Bibi Ghosh-Bhattacharjee (IS, MGT '93), Minton Veja, Calif., a daughter, 8/11/16.

Richard N. Bennett Jr. (IDM '91), Virginia Beach, Va., a son, 9/15/16.

Scott M. Gibson (FW '91), Richmond, Va., a son, 10/27/16.

Amelia Anne was welcomed to Big Sandman hug by her parents and big brother, Cooper.” —Sandi Volina

Dana K. Brown (CS), Blacksburg, Va., a daughter, 1/16/17.
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Scott M. Gibson (FW '91), Richmond, Va., a son, 10/27/16.

Amelia Anne was welcomed to Big Sandman hug by her parents and big brother, Cooper.” —Sandi Volina

“Nick and I must have crossed paths a hundred times at Virginia Tech. It took me falling into him at a rock concert in D.C. for us to finally fall in love. I’m happy that the guy I fell into and in love with is a Hokie.” —Lindsey Delpopolo '10
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“Ten years after meeting at the March Equinox, we decided to tie the knot.” —Kristina Mueller '10
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obituaries

Faculty/staff

Vittorio “Vic” Bonomo, associate professor of finance and a 1973 winner of the William E. Wise Award for Teaching Excellence, died on April 20 in Blacksburg.

Jacqueline Eames, a housing manager in the Facilities Department at Virginia Tech for 28 years, died Feb. 2. She was president of the Christians- betrug Families.

Linda A. Baron (ACIS), associate professor emerita of Virginia Tech's College of Engineering, died on Feb. 27. She was the Virginia Tech Staff Leader Award in 2009.

Michael “Mike” William Hye, an associate professor of mechanical engineering, died on April 15 in Blacksburg. He was the Virginia Tech Staff Leader Award in 2009.

Crafton Department of Aerospace and Ocean Engineering, died on April 20 in Blacksburg.

John William Layman, a mechanical engineering professor emeritus of Virginia Tech's College of Engineering, died Feb. 27. He was a 2014 recipient of the William E. Wise Award for Teaching Excellence.

Ali Nayfeh, a mathematics professor at Virginia Tech's College of Engineering, died Feb. 27. He was a recipient of the 1995 President's Award for Excellence.

Peter A. Schadt, executive director of the College of Engineering at Virginia Tech, died on April 20. He was the Virginia Tech Staff Leader Award in 2009.
An extraordinary sense of community

by MATTHEW M. WINSTON JR. ’90

Hokies live Ut Prosim (That I May Serve) through our service and compassion every day. We find ways to make our communities better, and we make each other better.

That sense of community has never been more evident than it was in the days immediately following April 16, 2007, as the Hokie Nation came together to show the world who we are and what we stand for.

Ten years later, as I attended the 2017 Day of Remembrance events, I was moved by the resilience and the compassion of this place—from the encouraging cheers as 16,000 participants walked or ran through our campus in the 3.2 for 32 Run in Remembrance, to the quiet tears shed as the names of the 32 filled the air at the commemoration and vigil on the Drillfield.

As we gathered together this spring, once again, we reaffirmed our sense of community and our commitment to one another. Members from the Old Guard stood alongside soon-to-be alumni who were just children when 32 faculty and students were taken from us. Others who were on campus in 2007 returned to the university for the first time since their graduations. Countless alumni and friends honored the 10-year milestone in chapter events across the country.

I am inspired by our alumni who extended that expression of Hokie Spirit in the places where they live, work, and serve. I am grateful for all those on campus who played a role in this year’s remembrance activities as I am each year. The individuals who organized and participated in this year’s remembrance events have my sincere admiration.

We showed the world what it means to be a Hokie. We will never forget. We are Virginia Tech.

Matthew M. Winston Jr. (marketing management ’90) is senior associate vice president for alumni relations.

To view a gallery of photos from the alternative spring break trip to Hurley, go to vtmag.vt.edu.
Tailgates & Reunions

Sept. 3 | vs. West Virginia
FedEx Field, Landover, Maryland

Sept. 9 | vs. Delaware
College of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences
College of Architecture and Urban Studies
Graduate School

Sept. 23 | vs. Old Dominion
Pamplin College of Business

Sept. 30 | vs. Clemson
College of Science

Oct. 8-9 | Class of 2007 – 10th Reunion
Sept. 22-23 | Corps of Cadets Reunion
Oct. 19-22 | Class of 1967 – 50th Reunion
Oct. 21 | Highty-Tighty Reunion
Oct. 28 | vs. Duke
College of Agriculture and Life Sciences

Nov. 18 | vs. Pittsburgh
Virginia-Maryland College of Veterinary Medicine

Oct. 21 (Homecoming) | vs. North Carolina
College of Engineering
Marching Virginians

Oct. 27-29 | Class of 1972 – 45th Reunion
Class of 1977 – 40th Reunion

Nov. 17-19 | Class of 1982 – 35th Reunion
Class of 1987 – 30th Reunion